
HOME OFFICE:  
KERRIE KELLY

A sturdy wooden desk with a 
beautifully upholstered wingback 
chair sits in the center of the room, 
surrounded by Sherwin-Williams 
Azure Tide walls and woodwork with 
creamy linen window treatments. 
Need to take a pause from the work 
scene? Nestle in to the plush seating 
flanking the fireplace to play board 
games, have intimate conversations 
or catch up on your latest read. Built 
for the whole family, kids of all ages 
have the opportunity to work in this 
space, too. Outfitted with a built-in 
homework bar and library, school 
work becomes stylish and fun. 

My favorite part of putting this room 
together was showing the flexibility 
and multi-use elements of the space. 
Layered and natural light welcomes 
a variety of activities, while the blue 
shades and splash of tangerine 
provides a “happy” backdrop to all 
who visit.

FEATURED LINES:

1. 
Wendover Art Group, 

A114, C378
2., 4., 6.,7., 

 9. & 10. 
Four Hands, A140 

3. & 8.
Visual Comfort, A109

5.  
Feizy, C180

11. 
Uttermost, B420

12.  
Fibreworks, C589

13. & 14
Eastern Accents, A130 

15.  
Dovetail, B159

Sherwin-Williams:

Azure Tide

Sherwin-Williams:
Snowbound

6.

15.
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Daylight flows in from all angles of this Kerrie Kelly Design Lab dramatic yet traditional study. A double door entry paired with 

French doors on the back wall gives this home office and library just the right amount of sunshine while working, resting or 

relaxing. A sturdy wooden desk with a beautifully upholstered wingback chair sits in the center of the room, surrounded by Sherwin-

Williams Azure Tide walls and woodwork with creamy linen window treatments. Need to take a pause from the work scene? Nestle in 

to the plush seating flanking the fireplace to play board games, have intimate conversation or catch up on your latest read. Built for 

the whole family, kids of all ages have the opportunity to work in this space, too. Outfitted with a built-in homework bar and library, 

school work becomes stylish and fun. Looking for a little inspiration? Take a break to stretch your legs and visit the buffet with art 

gallery wall centered on the back wall between the French and entry doors—perfect for a fresh air and mindfulness moment. 

Wendover Art Group - All artwork  

Four Hands - Book cases, Lounge chairs, Drink tables, Buffet, Marble cone sculptures on buffet, Floating shelves above built in desk  

Visual Comfort & Co. - Chandelier, Black Sconces, Black table lamp, White marble table lamp 

Feizy Rugs - Hide rug  

Uttermost - Set of Jacks, Music notes, Large succulent, Arm chair at floating desk, Additional accessories  

Fibreworks - Natural fiber rug under floating desk 

Eastern Accents - Drapery, Accent pillows on lounge and desk chairs.  

Dovetail Furniture and Designs - Wood coffee table  

Sherwin-Williams - Azure Tide, Snowbound  

Go Home Ltd - All books, Magnifying glass, Chain link, Gold boxes, Tic Tac Toe, Additional accessories  

Palecek - Chairs at built in desk, Additional accessories  
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	Combo - working
	Kerrie Kelly - Las Vegas Market Home Office - reworking with links and rug background



